
The Outlook:  June 12, 2020 
  

The market screams.  The green shoots grow. 
  

Screaming with fright, the market plunged a couple of thousand points yesterday for one main 
reason:  because the events of 2020—Virus, Shutdown Calamity, and Riots—have been fearful 
events.  Fearful events have one powerful effect on all of us, from speculators to coal miners:  they make 
us jumpy for a good long time, ready to believe every passing shadow might be an asteroid overhead, 
blocking out the sun moments before impact.  That long-lasting jumpiness has a bad side and a good 
side.  The bad side is that it batters our nerves.  The good side is that it makes us cautious as we rebuild; 
so the rebuilding goes a little slowly, but it tends to keep going for a long time.  That’s what happened for 
11 years after the Calamity of 2008 – 2009, and at Outlook we strongly suspect the same forces will shape 
the years ahead.   
  
This year’s Shutdown Calamity came out of the blue so fast and so unexpectedly that it’s made the 2008 
– 2009 Financial Panic fade into mellow colors, in our memories.  Pretty soon we’ll be saying, “Those were 
the good old days!”  11 years after a “fearful event,” when we know things turned out all right, it’s very 
easy to forget just how terrifying and unique the problem seemed while we were living through it.  But at 
the time, the Financial Panic absolutely felt like an “end of the world” event.  Good people—and calm 
thinkers—found it impossible to scrape up much confidence in a steady, strong economic (and market) 
future . . . but that future happened anyway.  Its strength in the U.S. was genuinely stunning, over the 11 
years of rebuilding.  
  
It's very much worth keeping that in mind, these days, as we fearfully and cautiously watch the rebuilding 
process begin after the “Calamities of 2020.”  Let’s end this interesting market week with a couple of 
pictures of that rebuilding from economist Scott Grannis. 
  

 
  

First, traffic at U.S. airports.  Daily travelers hit 502,000 yesterday—crossing that line for the first time 
since the Shutdown began.  Traffic hit a ghostly low of 87,000 only about 8 weeks ago.  That line is going 
to keep going up for one main reason:  people want to fly and need to fly, as they live their business and 
personal lives.  They are gradually deciding that the Virus is not so fearful that it ought to stop them.  
  



This is a “green shoot” indeed:  meaning that at 502,000, traffic is “only” down 80% from normal.  So it’s 
a green shoot which needs to grow into an oak tree, more or less, before we can call it “back to normal.” 
  
Here’s the second picture.  This green shoot has a solid trunk and branches already. 
  

 
  

Before the Shutdown Crisis, Americans used about 9.5 million barrels of gasoline per day.  That plunged 
by 50% in a heartbeat, in early April.  But it didn’t stay there long, did it?  Last week it reached 8 million 
barrels . . . and at Outlook we would bet money that the rocket spike in driving and gasoline usage 
is not going to level off until it’s back to normal, or pretty close.  
  
11 years ago, the green shoots of rebuilding after the Financial Calamity grew faster, by and large, than 
anyone thought they could.  At Outlook we strongly suspect that the rest of 2020 is going to show us some 
of that same stubborn, surprising growth.  The market will keep ducking at passing shadows, wondering 
about asteroids.  There is no way to prevent that, because it is human nature.  But, being planted and 
watered by Main Street, the green shoots will keep growing anyway. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


